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 I consider that integrated activities are those which determine an easy learning process 

for new contents. Their mix with extracurricular activities, complementary to daily classroom  

learning process bring a support to enlarging knowledge content, guiding students towards useful 

activities that complete school learning process, leading to personal development.    

 Integrated activities are present in the teaching calendar, being conceived according to 

the official curriculum and school timetable with the support of the teacher’s didactic experience. 

The teacher decides how to organize and implement such activities generated by curricular 

contents, mixing curricular and extracurricular learning events.    

          It is  common to elaborate a didactic scenario with integrated character, starting with a 

group activity under the form of: visits, by attending to a social  or a family event, by field trips, 

parents’ cooperation activities, community cooperation or institutional cooperation. In these 

situations, students are guided to choose the learning field and the learning materials. A large 

variety of materials encourage children to find their ways to express themselves, to observe, to 

come up with their own ideas and interpretations and to make predictions. Every student takes 

his own responsibilities, assuming his role into the group, taking part in games invented by 

themselves or by others.  

The example that I will provide is part of the thematic project “Winter ”.  We started with 

the question: “How are glass balls made?” To discover the answer with II C grade students, we 

made a visit to a factory of glass decorations: “PRODGLOD GLASS” from Cluj-Napoca. We 

had the chance to see the technological process to create glass balls, starting with glass balloons, 

to the transformations into different shapes and sizes by hand manipulation, finishing with hand 

painting, final checking, and packing process.  

Learning process continued the next day in the classroom. During Art class, the students 

had the chance to paint the glass balls they got from the factory. Students were delighted to have 

the chance to paint their own glass balls, but they saw that it is a more difficult task than they had 

expected. 

About planning and implementing learning project “The winter” 

 

 Considering the fact that second grade students are getting older, they started to ask 

questions like: “How is snow formed?”, “How are seasons formed?”, “Why does water freeze?”, 

“Why do we get seek more often during winter?”, “Which are our winter customs and 

traditions?”, “How do we choose our Christmas tree?”, “How are Christmas decorations made?”, 

“What do we know about Lapland?”, “What do we know about reindeer?” 

      After asking these questions, we tried to answer them together during winter months using 

integrated activities. We discovered step by step, during classes and during extracurricular 

activities, all the answers to the initial questions.  
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For example during Math and environment exploration subject we learned about seasons 

and we made observations during our fieldtrips. We reproduced the beauty of winter in paintings 

during visual arts and practical abilities classes. We made a collection of poetry and literary 

descriptions about winter during communication into maternal language classes. 

 In lab experiments during math and environment exploration classes, we saw the 

transformation of water in nature; we understood how snow forms and why water freezes. We 

did not hesitate to play winter games, to interact with the snow and to feel happy 

 In order to find out why do we get sick more often during winter, we started searching 

details and we made presentations about what we found out during the debates with our school 

doctor. Also a doctor who is the mum of a student from our group attended to our classes and she 

made a presentation about viruses and how we can protect ourselves from them. 

      Before Christmas we made Lap-books about winter holidays, winter traditions and popular 

customs. During this stage of the project, we had activities in all subjects. We sang Christmas 

carols, we created handmade decorations for the tree, we spoke about traditions and popular 

customs related to Christmas and to the New Year, we drew, we exhibited photos taken during 

holidays celebrations, we donated food and toys and we learned about Lapland and about 

reindeer. Of course we spoke about Santa. 

     We ended up at the question “How are Christmas glass balls made?” The easiest way to 

answer it was to plan a visit to a factory of glass decorations: “PRODGLOD GLASS” from Cluj-

Napoca. We had the chance to see the technological process to create glass balls, starting with 

glass balloons, to the transformations into different shapes and sizes by hand manipulation, 

finishing with hand painting, final checking, and packing process. 

  The next day in our classroom we continued the learning activity we started during the 

visit, with a hand painting workshop directly on the glass balls we got from the factory. The 

conclusion was that hand painting is a very difficult task, but also a very pleasant one. At the end 

of the lesson we decorated our class Christmas tree with our own decorations. 
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Project description 

Integrated thematic: Winter 

Subtopic: How are Christmas glass balls made? 

School subjects involved: 

- Maternal language and communication: “How are Christmas glass balls made?”- debates 

- Math and environment exploration: math exercises with Christmas glass balls, 

- Music and movement: the song “The small and picky globe decoration”, 

- Visual arts and practice abilities: hand painting glass balls. 

 Specific activities: 

- didactic integrated activities of one week, mixed with extracurricular activities; 

Key words: glass balls, decorations, glass ball factory, technological process, handcraft, glass 

painting, packaging. 

Final curricular products:  

-informative leaflets about the technological process of manufacturing glass balls 

decorations; 

- The development of lap-books on Christmas tree decorations; 

-Christmas glass ball decorations exhibitions; 
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-

observational notes; 

-collage with photos during project implementation; 

- Class Christmas tree decorated with students painted glass globes.   

Project educational goals:     

- fixation of knowledge; 

-skills development on oral and written communication; 

-the development of positive attitudes towards hand made products; 

-the development of painting skills; 

- the development of oral describing of products’ skills; 

- establishing horizontal links between different subjects contents. 

Operational objectives: 

Maternal language and communication: 

- To identify the technologic process of manufacturing glass balls decorations; 

- To identify images related to glass manufacturing process on a conceptual map; 

- To describe a glass ball, orally or in writing; 

- To know details about glass balls manufacturing from the presentation prepared by the teacher.  

Math and environment exploration: 

- to have the ability to make a list of glass decorations discovered during factory visitation; 

- to identify the raw material necessary for manufacturing glass balls; 

- to identify glass decorations shapes; 

- to identify colors, based on images; 

- to solve exercises that come on glass ball shape paper; 

Visual arts and practical abilities 

-  to observe how glass decorations are made by manual shaping; 

- to observe glass decorations’ painting technique; 

- to get the ability to use glass decoration painting technique; 

 

Cognitive demands involved: 

- Getting to know how to understand an informative text and how to get details from a 

nonliterary/informative text; 

- Establishing systematic links between old knowledge and new contents, building synthesis 

capacity; 

- Understanding environmental laws and transformations; 

- The analysis of technological process stages of glass fabrication; 

- The comparison between details from teacher’s presentation and workers explanations; 

- Skills and knowledge implementation in new contexts related to the factory visit;  

- Assessing other students’ actions related to environmental protection, debating on 

environmental protection.  

 Personal development targets:  

- Oral and written language development on texts and essays; 

- Cognitive development through knowledge assessment, problematic situations solving, getting 

new contents, critical thinking development and group working abilities; 

- Socio-emotional development based on exhibiting new art works, active involvement into 

learning process, the possibility of self-expression, ideas, thoughts and feelings communication; 
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- 

psyhomotor development by hand made products on glass decorating technology.  

Didactic strategy: 

- learning experiences: synthesis and analysis learning events; discovering and exploration 

learning events; artistic creative activities and practical abilities activities. 

-Methods and procedures: heuristic conversation, explanations, brainstorming, explanatory 

reading, debates, observation, learning by discovery, computer assisted learning, exercising, 

Venn diagrams. 

-Curricular resources: leaflet with technological process for glass globes decorations 

manufacturing, ppt with different types of glass decorations, photos; 

-didactic working organization: frontal, individual, group work; 

 Curriculum key questions: 

- main question: “How is a Christmas decoration made?” 

-content tied questions:            “What is a glass ball decoration?” 

 “What details can we see on such an object?” 

 “Which are the stages of manufacturing a Christmas glass ball?” 

 “From what material can we make a glass decoration?” 

 “Name the manufacturing stages of a glass decoration!” 

 “How can we establish the price for a glass ball decoration?” 

-questions related to contents transfer: 

 “What other words can describe a glass ball decoration?” 

 “How can we preserve a decoration from one Christmas to 

another?”  

“How can we present a glass ball decoration into a literary or non-

literary text?” 

Activity evaluation: 

- systematic observation, verbal conclusions, lap-books, working sheets; 

-Hand decorated glass balls exhibition.  

Didactic description of the integrated activities scenery 

 Learning activities and integrated thematic sequences were conceived for a four hour 

duration day works in school and one day for the factory visit in Cluj-Napoca. The inter-

disciplinary character of the activity is created by learning concepts related to the manufacturing 

of a glass ball decoration and to the connections related to this action. Students have the 

opportunity to get a holistic view about a technological process for manufacturing a glass 

decoration. Key concepts are correlated to language and communication, math and art skills. 

Integrated approach allows transversal links from one subject to another, encouraging a flexible 

cognitive construction in a systemic manner.   

 

Stages of integrated didactic 

activity 
 

Activities description 
 

Learning actions: 

Getting familiar with the 

integrated theme, activating 

knowledge previously studied 

- discovering details about 

winter, Christmas, Christmas 

tree, ornaments, glass balls 

- watching a ppt documentary, 

- watching a movie about 

ornaments, 
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and learning new things. 
 

decorations,  

- the observing the workers’ 

job from the glass decorations 

factory, during factory visit, 

-  the description of 

manufacturing stages for glass 

globe ornaments, according to 

direct observations, under 

specialist guidance, 

- discovering raw materials 

necessary to manufacture a 

glass globe ornament during 

all stages of completion, 

- analyzing different 

ornaments from the factory’s 

exhibition,  

- glass balls ornaments’ 

description.  

- reading details about glass 

balls decorations 

manufacturing on Wikipedia 

site, 

- reading a scientific text, 

- filling-in  working sheets 

with details about ornaments 

manufacturing stages, 

characteristics and raw 

materials. 
 

Operating with lesson’s new 

material, under the form of 

integrated content, 

understanding their 

signification. 
 

- identifying words that 

represent glass balls features  

in a text, 

-making connections between 

scientific and literary 

description, 

- describing manufacturing 

stages for a glass ball, on 

photos made during factory 

visit. 

-lexical exercises, 

 

 

- discovering key words, 

concepts and definitions, in a 

literary text 

- making a map on 

manufacturing stages using 

photos. 
 

Fixation of knowledge  
 

-identifying the significance 

of glass balls ornaments used 

during winter holidays in 

literary and non-literary texts, 

 - classifying glass 

decorations according to 

different criteria:  color, 

shape, size, 

- making connections between 

words and images, 

- explaining the meaning of 

new words and expressions, 

like manual shaping and 

others, 

- fixation of the new skills. 

- explanatory reading, 

-heuristic conversation,  

 

 

 

- filling-in a table on the 

working sheets, 

- solving cross-words 

regarding glass manufacturing 

key words, 

- forming sentences with key 

words 

 

- making a 10 minutes essay 

on:” How to manufacture a 

glass ball decoration”. 
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Harnessing the new 

integrated acquisitions 
 

- harnessing the new content 

in practical situations,  

 

 

 

 

- the description of glass 

decoration manipulation 

actions 

 - expressing feelings 

suggested by the lyrics of the 

song:” The small and picky 

glass ball”. 
 

- hand painting glass ball 

decorations, 

- conceiving math exercises 

with glass balls, 

-describing a glass ball,  

- decorating the Christmas 

tree in the class-room 

-debate- glass balls 

decorations versus plastic 

balls decorations, 

 

- music audition, movement 

according to the music.   

 

Skills and competences involved: 

 understanding oral and written message, 

 oral and written expression, 

 hand dexterity, 

 the ability to operate with contents specific to the subjects involved, 

 the ability to classify according to different criteria. 

Ways to harness the acquisitions: 

 debates, 

 documentation sessions, 

 brainstorming, 
working tasks proposals. 


